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ABSTRACT
Punctospirifer kentuckyensis, Spin  fer rockymontanus, S. opimus, S. occiduus, Neospiri-
fer dunbari, N. dun ban alatus, N. dunbari gibbosus, N. cameratus, N. latus, N. latus
lateralis, N. kansasensis, N. texanus, and N. goreii were observed to be the only spiriferoid
brachiopods occurring in the Pennsylvanian System of Kansas, and the ranges of all have
been extended beyond previously known limits. A new subspecies, N. latus lateralis,
confined to the Lansing Group, Upper Missourian, is herein proposed.
The internal structures of all species encountered in this study have been examined in
serial sections, and several new structures were observed. Also, similarities of internal
structures of S. rockymontanus, S. occiduus, and N. dunbari, and of S. opirnus and remain-
ing Neospirifers has lead the author to suspect a polyphyletic origin for Neospirifer.
A study of the plication patterns of Neospirifer has shown that the pattern of branch-
ing on the fold and sulcus is reliable for species identification. Because word descriptions
for these patterns are rather lengthy, a shorthand system for describing them was developed.
INTRODUCTION
PREVIOUS STUDIES
Species of spire-bearing Pennsylvanian brachio-
pods from the Mid-Continent region have been
described by MORTON (1836), HALL (1852, 1858),
MARCOU (1858), SWALLOW (1860, 1867), MEEK
(1872), BEEDE & ROGERS (1908), BEEDE (1909),
MATHER (1915), GIRTY (1915, 1920, 1927, 1929-
34), DUNBAR & CONDRA (1932), and KING (1933).
BEEDE & ROGERS (1908) and BEEDE (1909) did
early work on fossils of the upper Paleozoic of
Kansas. Both included only a single species of
Spirifer and one of Punctospirifer. The former
work is primarily a stratigraphie paleontologic
paper giving the stratigraphie range of fossil in-
vertebrates and vertebrates known from the Coal
Measures at that time. The latter paper, supple-
mental to the former, contains descriptions of fos-
sil invertebrates known to occur in the Coal
Measures of Kansas.
DUNBAR & CONDRA ' S (1932) monographic
work on "Brachiopods of the Pennsylvanian Sys-
tem in Nebraska" was the first thorough treat-
ment of Pennsylvanian brachiopods in the Mid-
Continent region. All of the known Pennsyl-
vanian brachiopods of Nebraska and surrounding
states were described, illustrated, and listed ac-
cording to stratigraphie occurrence down to for-
mational levels. No attempt was made to record
occurrences in smaller stratigraphie units.
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PRESENT STUDY
The purpose of this paper is to describe as
accurately as possible the Pennsylvanian spire-
bearing brachiopods of Kansas and to determine
their stratigraphie ranges.
By combining the available museum collec-
tions with specimens collected in the field by me,
an attempt has been made to obtain representative
samples from every member. Owing to the scarci-
ty of some spire-bearing brachiopods and to the
relative barrenness of rocks of some formations,
however, this was not possible.
FIG. I. Outcrop map of Pennsylvanian rocks (stippled
area) in Kansas (after Moore and others, 1951).
AREA STUDIED
With exception of a few square miles in the
southeast corner, Pennsylvanian strata crop out
in the extreme eastern part of Kansas and have a
general northeast-southwest strike (Fig. 1). Fig-
ures 2 and 3 provide a columnar section showing
their stratigraphie classification.
MATERIAL STUDIED
Most fossils used in this study are from collec-
tions of the University of Kansas Department of
Geology Paleontological Museum. In addition, I
collected materials from stratigraphie units not
represented in the museum collections and sup-
plemented collections from other units. Field col-
lecting was started in the spring of 1961 and con-
tinued through the summer and fall of that year.
Altogether, approximately three months were
spent collecting specimens.
All illustrated specimens, both hypotypes and
holotypes are catalogued and deposited in the
University of Kansas Museum of Invertebrate
Paleontology (UKMIP) and bear catalogue num-
bers 500,001 to 500,0028.
METHODS OF STUDY
Because most specimens were collected from
limestone, it was necessary to remove considerable
amounts of matrix to permit measurement and
identification. Chemical and mechanical aids
were used in order to clean the specimens
thoroughly. To clean specimens in a shale or
shaly limestone matrix, potassium hydroxide pel-
lets were either placed directly on the matrix or
dissolved in water and boiled with the specimen
for various lengths of times. Dissecting needles,
dental tools, a small rotary drill, and a vibrotool,
however, proved to be more useful in removing
the matrix from most specimens.
In order to facilitate the identification of
specimens, measurements were taken with a ver-
nier caliper and a contact goniometer. Width,
length, thickness, and angle of the fold, sulcus,
and pedicle opening were recorded. Frequency
distribution curves and scattergrams were plotted,
but in general the data proved to be insufficient
for delimiting evolutionary trends.
After each species had been identified and
photographed, serial sections were made and the
internal structures sketched by means of a camera
lucida. Before sketching, each specimen was
heated to redness over a bunsen flame, and allowed
to cool in the air. The application of heat calcines
the shell and makes it clearly distinguishable
from the matrix. After the specimens cooled, they
were mounted in blocks of plaster so that the
posterior part of the lateral commissure was per-
pendicular to the plane of sectioning. Transverse
sections were obtained by grinding the specimen
with 600 powder on a glass plate.
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PENNSYLVANIAN STRATIGRA
The data presented here and on following
pages have been taken mainly from papers writ-
ten by ABERNATHY (1937), BOWSHER & JEWETT
(1943), BRONSON (1957), MOORE (1932, 1936,
1937, 1959), MOORE and others (1951), and
MUDGE (1957).
In Kansas, Pennsylvanian rocks rest uncon-
formably on older rocks, principally on the eroded
surface of Mississippian beds. Rocks of Des-
moinesian age and younger are exposed. At the
top of the Pennsylvanian System, a local discon-
tinuity in sedimentation is present, which seems
to coincide with faunal and lithologic changes.
In most of the outcrop area, however, there is no
physical evidence of disconformity.
Epeirogenic movement gave these rocks a
gentle westward dip of 20 to 25 feet per mile be-
fore burial under Mesozoic sediments. Seeming-
ly, peneplanation preceded burial, as shown by
the concordant summits of numerous present-day
northeast-southwest escarpments in the eastern
part of the state, where the Mesozoic cover, if
formerly present, has been removed.
Pennsylvanian and Lower Permian strata are
characterized by cyclic deposits of marine and
nonmarine rocks and by the persistency of the
rock units even though many of them have a
thickness of only 0.2 to 2 feet. These and other
facts testify that at the time of accumulation of
sediment the environments were nearly identical
over an extremely large area at any one time, and
the changes in the sedimentary environments re-
curred in a relatively consistent asymmetrical se-
quence, each individual cycle or cyclothemic de-
posit being characterized by lithologic and pale-
ontologic features.
DESMOINESIAN STAGE
Cherokee Group.—The Cherokee Group in-
cludes two large units, the Krebs Formation in
PHY AND FAUNAL SUMMARY
the lower part and the Cabaniss Formation in the
upper part, the thickness of this group ranging
from 400 to 450 feet. Gray to blue-gray clayey
shale and silty micaceous shale is present at sev-
eral horizons. Sandstone, sandy shale, and coal
also occur, but very little limestone. Most of the
sandstone bodies are erratic and occur as channel
fillings and bar deposits (Fig. 2).
Because shale is the dominant rock type, the
outcrop area is a lowland plain on which ex-
posures are few.
Marine fossils are rare, except in the scattered
limestone beds that commonly occur above coal
beds. An example of such limestone is the Verdi-
gris Limestone, which is very fossiliferous and is
the most important limestone in this group. It is
approximately in the middle of the Cabaniss
Formation.
Marmaton Group.—The Marmaton Group in-
cludes beds from the base of the Fort Scott Lime-
stone to the top of the Holdenville Shale, and is
more calcareous and more dominantly marine
than the underlying Cherokee Group (Fig. 2). It
consists of alternating layers of limestone and
shale but includes some persistent coal beds and
some sandstone. The thickness is approximately
250 feet.
Formations of the Marmaton Group, in ascend-
ing order, are called Fort Scott Limestone, Labette
Shale, Pawnee Limestone, Bandera Shale, Alta-
mont Limestone, Nowata Shale, Lenapah Lime-
stone, and Holdenville Shale.
MISSOURIAN STAGE
Pleasanton Group.—The Pleasanton Group in-
cludes beds above a recognized disconformity sep-
arating Desmoinesian from Missourian rocks and
below the Hertha Limestone and has a thickness
of approximately 70 to 150 feet. It consists mainly
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of elastic rocks—yellow, gray, and dark-gray to
black clayey shale and micaceous sandstone—but
includes limestone and coal. The thin, fossilifer-
ous Checkerboard Limestone near the base is not
definitely identified except in southern Kansas.
The Hepler Sandstone, at the base of the group,
is a persistent, brown to gray, sheetlike deposit
which overlies the regional disconformity at the
base of the Missourian Stage. Other units of this
group are unnamed (Fig. 2).
Kansas City Group.—The Kansas City Group
includes all beds from the base of the Hertha
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Limestone to the top of the Bonner Springs Shale
and consists of major limestone and shale units,
each representing individual sedimentation cycles
or important lithologic elements of cycles, the
chief distinguishing features being the promi-
nence of limestone. This group is divided into
three subgroups, which, in ascending order, are
called Bronson, Linn, and Zarah (Fig. 2).
The Bronson Subgroup has a thickness of 85
to 175 feet and is characterized, except in southern
Kansas where the Galesburg and Ladore Shales
are thick and limestone units are thin or absent,
by the dominance of limestone that forms escarp-
ments, whereas the Linn Subgroup has a pre-
dominance of shales, persistent limestone, and
locally much sandstone and has an average thick-
ness of 110 feet. The Zarah Subgroup has an
average thickness of 100 feet and consists of
prominent limestone units.
Lansing Group.—The Lansing Group has an
average thickness of 85 feet and includes strata
from the base of the Plattsburg to the top of the
Stanton Limestones. It consists of these two lime-
stones and the thin Vitas Shale between them.
Because this shale unit is thin, the group as a
whole is a fairly compact sequence, which stands
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out as a distinct, persistent, escarpment-forming
unit that can be easily traced across Kansas (Fig.
2).
Pedee Group.—The Pedee Group has an aver-
age thickness of approximately 90 feet and in-
cludes all strata lying above the Stanton Lime-
stone and below the disconformity that defines thc
top of the Missourian Stage. It contains the
Weston Shale below and the Iatan Limestone
above and is characterized chiefly by elastic rocks
similar to those in the overlying Douglas Group.
The Iatan Limestone has been identified only in
northeastern Kansas and neighboring parts of
Missouri and Iowa and in many places the Weston
Shale is also absent or very thin.
VIRGILIAN STAGE
Douglas Group.—The Douglas Group is the
lowermost part of the Virgilian Stage, has an
average thickness of 250 feet, and extends from a
disconformity at the base of the Stranger Forma-
tion to the top of the Lawrence Shale. It includes
only these two formations and consists predomi-
nantly of thick deposits of massive, cross-bedded
sandstone, shaly sandstone, and sandy shale but
includes layers of coal and conglomerate (Fig. 3).
Shawnee Group.—The Shawnee Group occurs
approximately in the middle third of the Virgilian
Stage, has a thickness of approximately 250 feet,
and includes all units from the base of the Oread
Limestone to the top of the Topeka Limestone.
It is characterized by well-developed marine
cycles consisting of prominent thick limestone
beds alternating with shale.
Formations of the Shawnee Group, in ascend-
ing order, are called Oread Limestone, Kanwaka
Shale, Lecompton Limestone, Tecumseh Shale,
Deer Creek Limestone, Calhoun Shale, and To-
peka Limestone (Fig. 3).
Wabaunsee Group.—The Wabaunsee Group
forms the upper third of the Virgilian Stage, has
a thickness of approximately 500 feet, and in-
cludes all beds above the top of the Topeka Lime-
stone and below the base of the Onaga Shale in
the Permian System.
It is distinguished from the underlying Shaw-
nee Group by a different type of cyclothem. Gray
and brown alternating shales are the predominant
lithology, constituting more than half of each of
the cycles present. The limestones are very per-
sistent and uniformly thin, the average thickness
of individual members being approximately 2
feet.
Because of the cyclic succession of alternating
marine and nonmarine units, the Wabaunsee
Group has been divided into three subgroups,
which in ascending order are called Sacfox, Ne-
maha, and Richardson. The lower unit contains
beds of shale, sandstone, and coal and a few inter-
vening limestone beds, whereas the other two
units contain limestone and intervening shale that
represent the medial part of each cyclothem.
Formations of the Wabaunsee Group, in as-
cending order, are called Severy Shale, Howard
Limestone, Scranton Shale, Bern Limestone, Au-
burn Shale, Emporia Limestone, Willard Shale,
Zeandale Limestone, Pillsbury Shale, Stotler Lime-
stone, Root Shale, and Wood Siding Formation
(Fig. 3).
FAUNAL SUMMARY
The local ranges, in the Pennsylvanian of
Kansas, are presented for all known species of
the families Spiriferidae and Punctospiriferidae
(Table 1, p. 33).
DUNBAR & CONDRA (1932) found Punctospi-
rifer kentuckyensis to occur throughout the Penn-
sylvanian System in Nebraska and Kansas. This
was confirmed by my observations.
Spirifer roc
 kymontanus, S. opimus, and S. oc-
ciduus were found by me only in the Cherokee
Group in Kansas. DUNBAR & CONDRA (1932) did
not record S. rockymontanus from Nebraska, but
occurrences reported in New Mexico, Colorado,
Oklahoma, and Ohio led them to regard this
species as confined to Cherokee rocks. DUNBAR &
CONDRA (1932) stated that S. opimus is restricted
to the upper part of the Cherokee Group, but I
have established extension of its range downward
to include the entire group in Kansas. S. occi-
duus, according to DUNBAR & CONDRA (1932), is
absent above the Fort Scott Limestone, the basal
unit of the Marmaton Group. In the present
study, this species was not noted above the Chero-
kee Group in Kansas.
The known ranges of all Pennsylvanian species
of Neospirifer occurring in Kansas have been ex-
tended. DUNBAR & CONDRA (1932) found N.
dun ban
 from beds as old as the Fort Scott Lime-
stone and as young as the Council Grove Group
PI ica rion formu la	 1/3/4/1/2/3
2 -
PI ica
generations	 3 -
4 -
2
Lettered pl icae 7- nn
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of the Permian System. I collected this species
from the Cabaniss Formation of the Cherokee
Group also, an earlier occurrence than noted by
DUNBAR & CONDRA. The record of ranges of the
subspecies of N. dunbari alatus and N. dunbari
gibbosus has been altered so as to include beds
from lower Missourian to upper Virgilian, rather
than from middle Missourian to upper Missourian
for the former, and from upper Missourian to
lower Virgilian for the latter as reported by
DUNBAR & CONDRA (1932).
Neospirifer cameratus was reported by DUN-
BAR & CONDRA (1932) from the upper part of the
Cherokee Group. In addition, individuals similar
to and possibly belonging to this species are
found in lower Cherokee beds and in the Kansas
City Group. This species was noted throughout
the Cherokee Group in the present study, but
was not found above it.
The range of Neospirifer latus (DuNBAR &
CONDRA, 1932) was regarded as extending from
the Cherryvale Shale to the Vitas Shale, both late
Missourian in age, but was noted from beds near
the base of the Missourian to the top of the Vir-
gilian by me. The subspecies N. latus lateralis
(proposed herein) is confined to the Lansing
Group.
DUNBAR & CONDRA
 (1932) stated that Neo-
spirifer kansasensis ranges from the Emporia
Limestone (upper Virgilian) to the Council Grove
Group (middle Wolfcampian). The lower limit
now is altered slightly to include the Auburn
Shale.
Neospirifer
 texan us was not found in Nebras-
ka by DUNBAR & CONDRA (1932) but was reported
by them as common in the Lenapah Limestone
in Oklahoma. I collected one specimen of N.
texanus from the Lenapah Limestone in Kansas.
Neospirifer goreii, thought by DUNBAR & CON-
DRA (1932) to be confined to the Morrowan, was
found as high as the Cabaniss Formation of the
Cherokee Group in Kansas.
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FIG. 4. Diagrammatic construction of plication patterns in
Neospirifer dunbari showing mode of distinguishing suc-
cessive plica generations and recording them as plication
formulas. I. Fold. 2. Sulcus. [Explanation: P. denotes
primary plica extending from beak to first bifurcation;
M denotes mid-line unbranched plica which originates
independently of primary or other plicae.]
PLICATION PATTERNS IN NEOSPIRIFER
METHODS OF ANALYSIS
Proceeding laterally right from the mid-line of
the fold of Neospirifer dun ban,
 for example, suc-
cessive plicae along the anterior margin may be
lettered in sequence (a, b, c, etc.) and then each
can be designated by a number that records its
order of generation. Let the plica originating at
the beak and extending to the first bifurcation be
termed P (for primary). This bifurcation marks
the first order of generation of derived (or sec-
ondary) plicae and both the inner and outer of
the two branches may be distinguished as be-
longing to plica generation 1 (Fig. 4,1 ). A second
bifurcation of the outer plica occurs in N. dun-
bars not far forward from its origin, whereas the
inner plica remains unbranched at this stage of
shell growth. The position of the second bifurca-
tion is defined as marking a second-order of plica
generation, the inner branch being distinguished
8
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as extension of the parent (first-order) plica and
the outer branch as the daughter (second order)
plica. Interpreted in this way, the branching pat-
tern is exotomous. Following additional shell
growth, the daughter plica of the outer first-order
parent plica becomes bifurcated, thus marking a
third order of plica generation, the inner branch
being considered as the continuation of the sec-
ond-order parent plica and the outer branch as
the third-order plica (daughter of daughter, hence
granddaughter). At the same stage of shell
growth the admedian first-order plica also bi-
furcates, the inner branch being construed as con-
tinuation of the parent and the outer branch as
another third-order plica. This latter plica
branches again, defining a fourth order of plica
generation (Fig. 4,1), but the third-order plica at
the outer edge of the fold remains unbranched.
Along the anterior margin of the fold the succes-
sive plicae a-f can be numbered according to their
respective plica generation orders as 1, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3,
or given as a plication formula written F (for
fold) 1/3/4/1/2/3.
In other species of Neospirifer both the rela-
tive positions and sequences of successive plica
generations are found to differ, and thus the vari-
ous patterns are useful for taxonomic identifica-
tions. In N. latus, for example, the admedian
first-order plica gives rise to a second-order plica,
whereas intermediate and outer first-order plicae
do not (Fig. 5,3). In N. kansasensis both admedi-
an and outer first-order plicae are parents of
second-order plicae; the former gives rise to a
third-order plica but the latter only to a fourth-
order daughter plica (Fig. 5,4).
The generations of plicae in the sulcus of Neo-
spirifer can be determined in similar manner, but
differences are introduced by the occurrence in all
species of an unbranched median plica (designated
as M) which does not reach to the beak and by a
branching pattern of the plicae interpreted as
endotomous. Thus, in the sulcus of N. dun ban,
for example, bifurcation of the primary (P) plica
produces inner and outer first-order plicae, both
of which give rise to daughter second-order plicae
on their admedian sides, that of the former re-
maining undivided but that of the latter bifurcat-
ing to produce a fourth-order plica (Fig. 4,2).
Also, the outer first-order plica gives off branches
consisting of third- and fourth-order plicae.
Plication patterns of the sulci of other species,
like those of the folds, exhibit easily determined
differences which are sufficiently constant within
each species to have diagnostic value.
Characteristics of the plication patterns of
Pennsylvanian-Permian species of Neospirifer are
summarized in following short descriptions and
accompanied by statement of their plication for-
mulae.
PLICATION PATTERNS OF SPECIES
NEOSPIRIFER DUNBARI
The bifurcation patterns described in this sec-
tion for Neospirifer dun ban  and other species are
found in Figures 5 and 6, and can be easily dia-
grammed in the manner shown in Figure 4,1 and
4,2.
The dorsal fold (Fig. 5,6) begins as a simple
plication, which almost immediately divides into
four. At approximately 7 mm. forward from the
beak, the outermost plicae branch exotomously to
form new outer plications which, along with the
two innermost plicae, branch exotomously again
at approximately 10 mm. A further subdivision
may take place on the first-formed outermost
plications at about 15 mm. to give a total of
twelve.
The sinus (Fig. 6,6) begins as a simple furrow
bounded on each side by a plication. Almost
immediately, a median plication (M) arises and
remains undivided throughout the length of the
shell. At 2 mm. forward from the beak, the
lateral bounding plications branch endotomously,
giving rise to plicae adjacent to the median rib.
At approximately 8 mm. the bounding plications
and those adjacent to the median rib branch in
the above manner, giving rise to nine plications.
The bounding plications again branch at about
13 mm. to give 11 plicae, and at approximately
18 mm. the bounding plications and the plicae
formed from it at the 8-mm. mark branch endo-
tomously to give a total of 15.
Plication formulas. F: 1/3/4/1/2/3.
S: M/2/1/4/2/3/4/1.
NEOSPIRIFER CAMERATUS
The fold (Fig. 5,1) begins as a simple plica-
tion, which almost immediately divides into four.
At approximately 7 mm. forward from the beak,
each of these four plications branches exotomously
N. kansasensis
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N. dunbari
Fm. 5. Plication patterns on folds of various species of Neospirifer showing number and positions of successive plica
generations.
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to give eight; at about 14 mm. the first- and
second-formed outermost plication divide to give
a total of 12 on the fold.
The sulcus (Fig. 6,1) begins as a simple fur-
row bounded on each side by a plication. Almost
immediately a median (M) plication arises and
remains simple throughout the length of the shell.
At approximately 3 mm. forward from the beak,
the lateral bounding plications branch endotom-
ously giving rise to plicae adjacent to the median
plication. Endotomous branching of the bound-
ing plications is repeated at about 6 mm. and 13
mm. from the beak to give nine plications. At
about 18 mm. the lateral bounding plications and
those adjacent to the median plication branch
endotomously, giving a total of 13 plications on
the sinus.
Plication formulas. F: 1/2/1/3/2/3.
S: M/4/1/2/3/4/1.
NEOSPIRIFER LATUS
The fold (Fig. 5,3) begins as a simple plica-
tion, which seems to split almost immediately into
six. At approximately 8 mm. forward from the
beak, the innermost plicae branch exotomously,
giving eight plications. At approximately 20 mm.
from the beak, all the previously formed plicae
branch exotomously to give a total of 16. A fur-
ther subdivision make take place on the innermost
and on the outermost plicae at about 32 mm. to
give a total of 20.
The sulcus (Fig. 6,3) begins as a simple fur-
row bounded on each side by a plication. Almost
immediately a median plication (M) forms, and
at the same time, the lateral bounding plications
branch endotomously. Endotomous branching
again occurs on the bounding plications 7 mm.
from the beak. At approximately 11 mm., the
first-formed plicae and the bounding plications
divide to give 11. At about 15 mm., the bounding
plicae again branch, and at approximately 20
mm. the second-formed plications divide. Final
endotomic branching occurs on the bounding pli-
cations on the first- and third-formed plications at
approximately 27 mm. to give a total of 21.
Plication formulas. F: 1/4/3/2/3/1/3/1/3/4.
S: M/3/6/1/5/2/6/3/4/6/1.
NEOSPIRIFER KANSASENSIS
The fold (Fig. 5,4) begins as a simple plica-
tion, which almost immediately bifurcates. At ap-
proximately 3 mm. forward from the beak, these
first-formed plicae branch exotomously to form
new outer plications, which along with the inner-
most plications branch exotomously again at 7
mm. to give eight. At about 9 mm. the innermost
and newly formed outermost plications again
divide in the same manner. At approximately 12
mm. the newly formed outermost plications, the
second-formed outermost plications, and the plicae
that branched from the first-formed outermost
plications at the 7-mm. mark all divide to give 18
plicae. At 23 mrn. the last or fifth-formed outer-
most plicae divide to give a total of 20 plications
on the fold. Depending on the size of the speci-
men, additional branching may take place on the
outermost plicae approximately at 30 mm., in-
creasing the total number of plications on the fold
to 22.
The sulcus (Fig. 6,4) begins as a simple fur-
row bounded on each side by a plication. Almost
immediately a median plication (M) arises and
remains undivided throughout the length of the
shell. At the same point, the bounding plications
branch endotomously to give rise to the first-
formed innermost plicae. At about 5 mm. for-
ward from the beak, the bounding plications
again divide endotomously. At approximately
7 mm., the first-formed innermost plicae branch
endotomously so that the newly formed plicae are
now adjacent to the median rib. At about 10 mm.
from the beak, the lateral bounding plications
again branch, and, at approximately 16 mm. the
innermost plicae, the first- and second-formed
branches of the bounding plications, and the
bounding plications themselves branch to give 19
plicae. At approximately 25 mm. the third-
formed plicae from the bounding plications divide.
The third-formed innermost plications branch at
about 29 mm. to give a total of 23.
Plication formulas.
F: 1/4/3/5/2/5/3/4/5/6/7.
S: M/7/5/3/5/1/5/2/6/4/5/1.
NEOSPIRIFER TEXANUS
The fold (Fig. 5,2) begins as a simple plica-
tion, which almost immediately bifurcates. At ap-
proximately 2 mm. forward from the beak, these
first-formed plications branch exotomously. At
about 4 mm. from the beak, branching occurs on
the second-formed plications, and at approximate-
ly 8 mm. the first-formed plicae again branch to
N. kansasensis N. goreii
N. lotus
N. texanus
N. cameratus
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N. dunbari
FIG. 6. Plication pattern% on sulci of various species of Neospirifer showing number and positions of successive plica
generations.
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give eight. At 12 mm., the bounding plication
splits. At about 15 mm., the first-, second-, and
third-formed plications branch exotomously to
give a total of 16. A further subdivision takes
place on the third-formed plicae at about 19 mm.
to raise the total to 18.
The sulcus (Fig. 6,2), which begins as a sim-
ple furrow, is bounded on each side by a plica-
tion. At approximately 3 mm. forward from the
beak, a low inconspicuous median plication (M)
arises, and, at the same point the lateral bounding
plications branch endotomously. The lateral plica-
tions again divide at about 6 mm. from the beak.
At about 12 mm. the bounding plications and the
first-formed plications branch endotomously, giv-
ing rise to a new set of plicae that are adjacent to
the median rib. At approximately 15 mm. the
second- and third-formed bounding plications
divide endotomously. The third-formed bound-
ing plications and those that are adjacent to the
median rib divide at about 19 mm., giving 19
plications on the sulcus. At approximately 22
mm. an additional subdivision may occur on the
fourth plication outward from the median rib,
which develops from the second-formed plicae at
the 15-mm. mark to give a total of 21.
Plication formulas.
F: 1/6/4/2/6/3/7/6/5.
S: M/6/4/2/7/5/3/4/6/5/1.
NEOSPIRIFER GORE!!
The fold (Fig. 5,5) begins as a simple plica-
tion, which almost immediately divides into four.
At about 7 mm. forward from the beak, these
four plicae branch exotomously. At approximate-
ly 11 mm., the first-formed outer plications and
the newly formed outer plications again branch
exotomously to give a total of 12. A further sub-
division may take place on the two outermost
plicae at about 17 mm. to give 16 plications.
The sulcus (Fig. 6,5) begins as a simple fur-
row bounded on each side by a plication. Almost
immediately a median plication (M) arises and
remains undivided throughout the length of the
shell, and at the same point, the lateral bounding
plications branch endotomously. At about 6 mm.
fc.rward from the beak, these newly formed plica-
tions and the bounding plications branch endo-
tomously. Branching again occurs on the bound-
ing plications at about 9 mm. At approximately
17 mm. the second-formed branches off the
bounding plications and the bounding plications
themselves divide to give 13. An additional sub-
division may occur on the third-formed plications
off the bounding plications at about 20 mm. to
give a total of 15.
Plication formulas. F: 1/2/1/3/2/4/3/4.
S: M /1 2/1 /4/2/5 /3/4/1.
SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS
Superfamily SPIRIFERINACEA
Davidson, 1884
Family SPIRIFERINIDAE Davidson, 1884
Genus PUNCTOSPIRIFER North, 1920
Description.—Shell of spiriferoid contour,
widest at or near hinge line, which extends into
slightly rounded to angular cardinal extremities.
Beak of brachial valve not prominent, slightly
arched and incurved over long narrow interarea;
dorsal fold well developed, mesially flattened.
Beak of pedicle valve very prominent, small,
pointed, strongly arched and slightly incurved
over moderately high, longitudinally concave card-
inal area; sinus well-defined, mesially flattened.
Explanation of Figure 7 (all X 1 except as stated otherwise).
I. Punctospirifer kentuckyensis (SuumARD), Deer Creek
Limestone, Osage Co.; la-d, dorsal, ventral, side,
and anterior views (KUM1P 500,010); le, ventral
view of alate form (KUMIP 500,001); 11-g, dorsal
and side views of gibbous form, X2 (KUMIP
500,003).
2. Neospirifer goreii (MATHER), Verdigris Limestone
Member, Cabaniss Formation, Labette Co.; 2a-d,
dorsal, ventral, side, and anterior views (KUMIP
500,019).
3. Neospirifer bansasensis (SwALLow), Auburn Shale,
Shawnee Co.; 3a-d, dorsal, ventral, side and an-
terior views (KUM1P 500,007).
4. Neospirifer lotus lateralis (SPENCER), n. subsp.; Spring
Hill Limestone Member, Plattsburg Limestone, Linn
Co., 4a-b, dorsal and side views of holotype (KUM1P
500,028); 4c-d, Spring Hill Limestone Member,
Plattsburg Limestone, Wilson Co., ventral and dor-
sal views (KUMIP 500,004).
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Neospi rifer goreii	 Neospirifer kansasensis
Neospirifer latus lateralis
Fie. 7. Species of Ptinctospirifer and Neospirifer (see facing page for explanation).
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Lateral slopes bear simple, rounded plications,
separated by rounded troughs. Surface covered
with fine, regularly spaced, imbricating lamellae.
Shell coarsely punctate.
Pedicle valve interior has median septum and
hinge teeth supported by strong, slightly diverg-
ing dental lamellae. Brachial valve has cruralium
supported by median septum; cardinal process a
nub with teeth. Crural lamellae appear as small
flanges beneath palintrope. Spiralia large, lateral-
ly directed.
Discussion.—D'ORmNy, in 1847, established
the genus Spiriferina from the Lower Jurassic for
certain spiriferoid species having punctate shells.
NORTH, in 1920, showed that this genus con-
tained two groups. The first, represented by the
Jurassic type species, has a narrow, subangular
fold and sulcus, which differ from the lateral
plications only in size. The surface has imbricat-
ing lamellae, which are few and widely spaced
over the posterior part of the shell but more
crowded anteriorly. The cardinal area is defined
only by a pair of lines diverging from the beak,
outside of which the shell gradually curves into
the lateral slopes. The jugum is a simple trans-
verse band.
The second group has the fold and sinus flat-
tened and wider than the lateral plications, the
surface covered by closely spaced, lamellose growth
lines, and the cardinal area clearly separated from
the lateral slopes by an abrupt angle in the shell.
This second group is especially characteristic of
the late Paleozoic. For this second group, NORTH
erected the genus Punctospirifer, choosing a Low-
er Carboniferous British form, which he named
P. scabricosta, as the type species.
NORTH also stated that Punctospirifer has a
slender, V-shaped jugum, the apex of which is
directed ventrally and posteriorly. Neither DUN-
BAR & CONDRA nor I have observed this particular
structure in the numerous specimens sectioned.
Type species.—Punctospirifer scabricosta North.
PUNCTOSPIRIFER KENTUCKYENSIS
Shumard
Figures 7,1; 8
Spinier octoplicata? HALL (non SOWERBY), 1852, p. 409,
pl. 4, 4a,b.
Spin fer kentuckycnsis SHUMARD, 1855, p. 203.
Spiriferina kentuckyensis MEEK, 1872, p. 185, v. 6, fig.
3a-d, pl. 8, fig. 1 lab.
PtHICLOSPiEder kentlit kyenSiS DUNBAR & CONDRA, 1932, p.
351, pl. 38, fig. 1-5.
Description.—Shell small, spiriferoid in con-
tour, biconvex to gibbous, semicircular to sub-
triangular in outline, generally wider than long,
greatest width at hinge, which extends into acute-
ly pointed cardinal extremities; in specimens hav-
ing shorter hinge line, cardinal extremities are
approximately square or rounded. Width, length,
and thickness of an average specimen 1.6 cm., 0.9
cm., and 0.8 cm., respectively.
Beak of brachial valve not prominent, scarcely
rising and incurving over long, narrow interarea;
fold narrow and flat-topped; in later growth stages
developing narrow depression along mid-line.
Beak of pedicle valve elevated and incurved
over high, flat cardinal area, which is almost at
right angles to plane of valve margins; sulcus
steep-sided and deep, being narrow in posterior
part of shell and gradually expanded anteriorly;
narrow elevated ridge along mid-line.
Lateral slopes bear 5 to 13 narrow, rounded,
plications on each side of fold or sulcus; plications
separated by rounded troughs. Commonly there
are 5 to 7 plications, the greater number occurring
in more alate forms. Only first 3 plications radi-
ate from beak area, others being added consecu-
tively along hinge line as shell grows larger.
Surface marked by fine regularly spaced, im-
bricating lamellae, 4 to 8 in space of 1 mm.; sur-
face coarsely punctate.
Pedicle valve interior (Fig. 8) has strong
hinge teeth supported by high, abruptly terminat-
ing dental lamellae; median septum beginning at
apex of shell persists through about one-third of
shell length. Brachial valve with cruralium sup-
ported by hollow dorsal median septum; cardinal
process a small rounded nub rising in center from
back edge of inner hinge plate and containing 7
to 10 teeth in comblike structure along outer edge.
Crural lamellae appear as small flanges beneath
palintrope. Primary lamellae of spiralia run for-
ward nearly to front of shell before curving
ventrally and posteriorly, giving rise to simple
spiral coils of 5 to 7 volutions.
Discussion.—Some discrepancies between in-
ternal structures illustrated by DUNBAR & CONDRA
(1932, p. 353, fig. 2) and those found by me need
to be reported. DUNBAR & CONDRA illustrated a
cardinal process without teeth, whereas teeth
were found to be present in every specimen sec-
1.7
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FIG. 8. Serial transverse sections of Punctospirifer kentuckyensis SHUMARD. The first section (upper left) is near the
beak of the pedicle valve and succeeding sections are progressively farther from the beak, the precise distance being
indicated in millimeters beneath each section; all illustrations are oriented with pedicle valve above and brachial valve
below; all are X3, except the last (lower right) which shows cardinal process, X15.
tioned in the present study. Also, DUNBAR &
CONDRA indicated a solid dorsal median septum,
but this structure is hollow in all of my specimens.
Occurrence.—Both DUNBAR 8c CONDRA and I have found
this species to be widely distributed throughout the Penn-
sylvanian section and into the Permian of Kansas, Nebras-
ka, and Missouri.
Hypotypes.—KUMIP nos. 500,001, 500,003, 500,010.
Superfamily SPIRIFERACEA King, 1846
Family SPIRIFERIDAE King, 1846
Genus SPIRIFER Sowerby, 1814
Description.—Shells of spiriferoid contour,
fold, sulcus, and lateral slopes simply plicate.
Ventral beak very prominent, strongly arched and
incurved over a well-defined interarea. Dorsal
beak not prominent, slightly elevated, and in-
curved over a narrow interarea. Surface covered
with fine, closely spaced, concentric lirae and very
fine radial lirae.
Internally, dental sockets are long and sub-
conical, bounded by heavy, curved socket plates,
which arise from sides of valve, curving inward
and upward around socket and becoming fused
at their inner edges against their crural lamellae.
Crural lamellae united under beak, forming nar-
row, sloping hinge plate, which becomes vertical
anteriorly, not reaching floor of valve but hanging
pendent and flangelike below contact with socket
plates. Cardinal process a broad, low boss having
comblike structure. Dental lamellae strong, slight-
ly diverging to vertical septa, commonly envel-
oped in callus-like thickening of shell beneath
palintrope.
Discussion.—The type species of Spirifer is a
Lower Carboniferous British species, the distinc-
tive generic features of which are simple ribs
closely alike on fold, sulcus, and lateral slopes,
and a fine grill-like surface sculpture.
Type species.—Conchyliolithus (Anomia) striatus MAR-
TIN, 1793.
SPIRIFER ROCKYMONTANUS Marcou
Figures 9,2; 10
Spirifer rocky-montant MARCOU, 1858, p. 50, pl. 7, fig.
4c,d,e, (non fig. 4,4a,b).
Spirifer rockymontanns Ginry, 1903, p. 383, pl. 6, fig.
5-7c.
Description.—Shell small, highly biconvex,
length nearly equal to width, greatest at or near
hinge, which extends into obtusely angular to
somewhat rounded cardinal extremities. Width,
length, and thickness of an average specimen 1.7
cm., 1.5 cm., and 1.3 cm., respectively.
Beak of brachial valve not prominent, slightly
elevated, and incurved over narrow interarea; fold
well-defined, becoming subtriangular toward an-
terior, beginning as simple narrow plication,
which almost immediately bifurcates; at approxi-
mately 2 mm. forward from beak, first-formed
plications bifurcate, outer pair of which divide at
approximately 6 mm. from beak to give total of 6
16
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plications on fold. On large shells, last-formed
plicae may divide at about 8 mm. from beak,
giving total of 8.
Pedicle-valve beak strongly arched and in-
curved over concave, moderately large, long, tri-
angular interarea. At apex of beak, sulcus is nar-
row and unplicated, lying between two prominent
plications; at approximately 2 mm. forward from
beak, median plication (M) arises and remains
undivided throughout length of shell, and at some
place, lateral bounding plications split into 3, in-
nermost on inside of sulcus and outermost form-
ing 2nd plication on lateral slopes; at 9 mm.
bounding plication bifurcates to give total of 5
plications in sulcus.
Lateral slopes bearing 9 to 12 small, subangu-
lar plications on each side of fold or sulcus, first
2 joining near beak and others radiating from
umbo.
Surface marked by fine radial lirae and equal-
ly spaced, fine concentric growth lines, intersec-
tion of which forms small nodes.
Pedicle valve interior (Fig. 10) has moderate-
ly strong hinge teeth supported by abruptly termi-
nating dental lamellae, persisting only short dis-
tance beyond umbo and very short, persistent,
nublike median septum. Brachial valve with cru-
ralium supported by solid dorsal median septum;
cardinal process a small comblike structure con-
taining 14 to 17 teeth on inner hinge plate; crural
lamellae appear as small flanges beneath  patin-
trope. Primary lamellae of spiralia run forward
nearly to anterior end of shell before curving
ventrally and posteriorly, giving rise to simple
spiral coils of 6 to 9 volutions.
Discussion.—GIRTY (1903, p. 384) observed
that MARCOU ' S original figures apparently in-
cluded two distinct species, the smaller of which
he designated as type. MATHER (1915, p. 184)
overlooked GIRTY ' S choice and invalidly desig-
nated MARCOU ' S larger specimen as type. Since
GIRTY has priority by 12 years, his designation
must be accepted.
Occurrence.—Specimens were found near the top of
the Cabaniss Formation in the Cherokee Group in southern
Crawford County, Kansas, and DuNBAR & CONDRA (1932,
p. 319) noted the species in the Pumpkin Creek Limestone
Member of the Dornick Hills Formation near Berwyn,
Oklahoma, and in the upper part of the Pottsville Forma-
tion of Ohio. Like S. opimus and S. occiduus, this species
is confined to the lower part of the Pennsylvanian System
and is not known to occur above the Cherokee Group.
Hypotypes.—KUMIP nos. 500,011, 500,021.
SPIRIFER OPIMUS Hall
Figures 9, 1 ; 11
Spirder opimus HALL, 1858, p. 711, pl. 28, fig. lab;
MATEDIR, 1915, p. 185, pl. 12, fig. 7-7c.
Description.—Shell small and gibbous, highly
biconvex, length nearly equal to width, greatest
width at or near hinge, cardinal extremities slight-
ly rounded or square. Width, length, and thick-
ness 1.5 cm., 1.3 cm., and 1.1 cm., respectively.
Beak of brachial valve slightly elevated and
incurved over narrow interarea; fold well defined
and rounded, beginning as simple plication,
which almost immediately bifurcates; at approxi-
mately 4 mm. forward from beak, each plication
splits to give total of 4 on fold, middle 2 plicae
being stronger than lateral ones, and separated by
well-defined grooves.
Pedicle-valve beak strongly arched and in-
curved over slightly concave, equilaterally trian-
gular interarea. At apex of beak, sulcus is narrow
and unplicated, lying between 2 prominent plica-
tions; almost immediately a median plication (M)
arises and remains undivided throughout length
of shell; at approximately 3 mm. forward from
beak, bounding plications split into 3, innermost
lying on inside of sulcus to give total of 3, and
outermost forming 2nd plication on lateral slopes.
Lateral slopes bearing 8 to 10 rounded plica-
Explanation of Figure 9 (all X1 except as stated otherwise).
	I. Spirifer opimus (HALL), Mineral Coal Cap, Cabaniss	 500,011); 2e, dorsal view, X2 (KUMIP 500,021).
	Formation, Crawford Co., la-19, dorsal and side	 3. Spirifer occiduus (SADLiex), Verdigris Lime..tone Mem-
	views, X2 (KUMIP 500,006); lc-f, Verdigris Lime-	 ber, Cabaniss Formation, Labette Co.; 3a-d, dorsal,
	stone Member, Cabaniss Formation, Crawford Co.,	 ventral, side, and anterior views (KUMIP 500,013);
	dorsal, ventral, side, and anterior views (KUMIP	 3e, ventral view (KUMIP 500,002).
500,012).	 4. Neospirifer carneratus (Mowrox), Mineral Coal cap-
	2. Spirifer rockymontanus (MARcou), Mineral Coal Cap,	 rock, Cabaniss Formation, Crawford Co.; 4a-d, dor-
	Cabaniss Formation, Crawford Co.; 2a-d, dorsal,	 sal, ventral, side, and anterior views (KUMIP
	
ventral, side, and anterior views, X2 (KUMIP	 500,015); 4e, ventral view (KUMIP 500,025).
Neospirifer cameratus
FIG. 9. Species of Spirifer and Neospirifer (see facing page for explanation).
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Flo. 10. Serial transverse sections of Spirifer rockymontantts MARcou. The first section (upper left) is near the beak of
the pedicle valve and succeeding sections are progressively farther from the beak, the precise distance being indicated
in millimeters beneath each section; all illustrations are oriented with pedicle valve above and brachial valve below;
all are X3, except the last (lower right) which shows the cardinal process, X15.
tions on each side of fold or sulcus, 1st 2 joining
near beak and others radiating outward from
umbo.
Surface marked by imbricating, lamellose
growth lines and fine radiating striae.
Pedicle-valve interior (Fig. 11) with very
small, persistent median septum and strong hinge
teeth supported by high persistent dental lamellae,
which converge dorsally to about middle of
pedicle valve and then bend sharply laterally to
hinge teeth. Brachial valve with unsupported
cruralium; cardinal process a small, comblike
structure containing 9 to 12 teeth on inner hinge
plate; crural lamellae appear as small flanges be-
neath palintrope.
Discussion.—In many ways, Spirit er opimus re-
sembles S. occiduus, having similar plications and
surface sculpture. It differs from S. occiduus in
being rotund and gibbous in outline and in hav-
ing an equilaterally triangular cardinal area,
whereas S. occiduus is much more transverse, has
a low ventral beak, and a lower but longer cardi-
nal area. Internally, the persistence and shape of
the dental lamellae, the absence of a dorsal median
septum, and the number of teeth on the comblike
cardinal process characterize S. opimus.
Because of the state of preservation, primary
lamellae of the spiralia could not be observed in
specimens available for study.
Occurrence.—Specimens were found near the top of
the Cabaniss Formation of the Cherokee Group, and
DUNBAR & CONDRA (1932, p. 323) reported the species in
the upper part of the Cherokee Group. It also occurs in
the Kendrick Shale Member of the Pottsville Formation in
Kentucky and in the Glenn Group near Woodford, Okla-
homa. Therefore, it seems that this species is confined to
the lower part of the Pennsylvanian System.
Hypotypes.—KUMIP nos. 500,006, 500,012.
SPIRIFER OCCIDUUS Sadlick
Figures 9,3; 12
Spirifer boonensis SWALLOW, 1860, p. 646.
Spirifer boonensis? GIRTY, 1903, p. 381, pl. 6, fig. 1-3.--
MORN INGSTAR, 1922, p. 186, fig. 21-25.
spiriler opimus HALL var. occidentalis GIRTY, 1927, p. 433,
pl. 27, fig. 28-31.
spirifer occidentahs DUNBAR & CONDRA, 1932, p. 322, pl.
41, fig. 12-16.
spinier occiduirs SADLICK, 1960, p. 1210.
Description.
—Shell small to moderately large,
biconvex, transverse, greatest width at hinge line,
ts to es set Ai At Aft
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Fic. 11. Serial transverse sections of Spirifer opimus HALL. The first section (upper left) is near the beak of the pedicle
valve and succeeding sections are progressively farther from the beak, the precise distance being indicated in millimeters
beneath each section: all illustrations are oriented with pedicle valve above and brachial valve below; all are X3, except
the last (lower right) which shows cardinal process, X15.
which extends into slightly angular to square
cardinal extremities. Width, length, and thick-
ness 3.2 cm., 2.0 cm., and 1.7 cm., respectively.
Beak of brachial valve not prominent, scarcely
rising and incurving over long, narrow interarea.
Dorsal fold moderately high and rounded, be-
ginning as a simple plication which bifurcates ap-
proximately 3 mm. forward from beak, 2 newly
formed plications bifurcating at about 5 mm. to
give 4. If 6 plications are present, a 3rd, but less
prominent, bifurcation from the outer pair occurs
at about 7 mm.
Pedicle-valve beak prominent, strongly arched
and incurved over long, moderately low interarea.
This valve has 3 to 5 plications in rounded sulcus,
which is unplicated and narrow near beak, and
bounded by 2 prominent plications; at approxi-
mately 2 mm. forward from beak, a median plica-
tion arises and at same place, lateral bounding
plications split into 3, inner lying inside sinus to
give a total of 3, and outer forming 2nd plication
on lateral slopes. If 5 plications occur, bounding
plications again divide at about 8 mm. from beak.
Lateral slopes containing 11 to 13 rounded
plications on each side of fold or sulcus, 1st 2 join-
ing near beak and rest radiating from umbo.
Surface marked by fine radial striae and fi ne,
equally spaced, concentric growth lines, the inter-
section of which forms small nodes.
Pedicle valve interior (Fig. 12) has a very
weak median septum and strong hinge teeth sup-
ported by moderately high, persistent dental la-
mellae. Brachial valve interior has cruralium sup-
ported by solid median septum; cardinal process
a fine comblike structure containing 17 to 20 teeth
on inner hinge plate. Crural lamellae appear as
small flanges beneath palintrope. Primary lamel-
lae of spiralia run forward nearly to front of shell
before curving ventrally and posteriorly and giv-
ing rise to simple spiral coils of 5 to 7 volutions.
Discussion.—KINDLE (1908) gave the name
Spirifer occidentalis to a brachiopod in the Jeffer-
son Limestone near Princeton, Montana. GIRTY
(1927) overlooked this publication and introduced
the name S. occidentalis for a so-called variety
(subspecies) of Spirifer opimus HALL. In 1932
DUNBAR & CONDRA elevated this to specific rank,
and since then, it has been known as Spirifer
widentalis GIRTY. SADLICK (1960) found that
this was a homonym of Spirifer occidentalis
KINDLE (1908) and proposed that GIRTY ' S species
be called Spirifer occiduus.
According to DUNBAR & CONDRA (1932, p.
325), this species closely resembles Spirifer mathe-
ri, but the latter ". . . has finer more angular pli-
cations and has seven to nine instead of three or
rarely five plications in the sinus and eight rather
than four or occasionally six on the fold. More-
over, dichotomy of the plications is rather com-
mon on the lateral slopes of S. matheri and is
scarcely seen except in the first pair of lateral ribs
in S. occidentalis."
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FIG. 12. Serial transverse sections of Spis-fer
 occidutts SADLICK. The first section (upper left) is near the beak of the
pedicle valve and succeeding sections are progressively farther from the beak, the precise distance being indicated in
millimeters beneath each section; all illustrations are oriented with pedicle valve above and brachial valve below; all are
X3, except the last (lower right) which shows cardinal process, X15.
Occurrence.—This species is confined to the lower part
of the Pennsylvanian System. Specimens were found near
the top of the Cabaniss Formation in the Cherokee Group.
DUNBAR & CONDRA (1932, p. 326), found a single speci-
men in the lower part of the Fort Scott Limestone 2 miles
west of Chelsea, Oklahoma. However, I have not found
it anywhere above the Cabaniss Formation in Kansas.
Hypotypes.—KUMIP 500,002, 500,013.
Genus NEOSPIRIFER Fredricks, 1919
Description.—Shell small, of spiriferoid con-
tour, normally subtriangular in outline, greatest
width at hinge, which extends into acute to
bluntly angular cardinal extremities. Beak of
brachial valve not prominent, scarcely rising and
incurving over a low, linear interarea; dorsal fold
well developed, narrow, subangular. Beak of
pedicle valve prominent, strongly arched and in-
curved over high, linear interarea; sinus well de-
fined, narrow, subangular. Lateral slopes marked
by unequal, subangular, bifurcating plications,
main rib of each bundle being more pronounced
than rest, especially on younger part of shell.
Minute surface sculpture of fine, closely spaced,
radial lirae and concentric lines, intersection of
which forms delicate grill.
Pedicle valve interior with heavy callus com-
monly filling unbonal region; hinge teeth sup-
ported by dental lamellate. Brachial valve with
cruralium, which may be unsupported or sup-
ported by dorsal median septum; cardinal process
a broad, low, comblike structure; dental sockets
long and conical, partly closed along their upper
side.
Discussion.—According to DUNBAR & CONDRA,
Explanation of Figure 13 (all X1).
I. Neospirifer texantis (MEEK), Norflect Limestone Mem-
ber, Lenapah Limestone, Bourbon Co.; la-d, dorsal,
ventral, side, and anterior views (KUMIP 500,018).
2. Neospirifer dun/sari alatus (DuNBAR & CONDRA), Bed
Limestone Member, Lecompton Limestone, Shawnee
Co., 2a, ventral view of immature shell (KUMIP
500,022); 2h-e, Spring Hill Limestone Member,
Plattsburg Limestone, Coffey Co., dorsal, ventral,
side, and anterior views (KUMIP 500,009).
3. Neospirifer dun/sari dunhari (KING), Plattsmouth Lime-
stone Member, Oread Limestone, Douglas Co., 3a-d,
dorsal, ventral, side, and anterior views (KUMIP
500,014); 3e, Beil Limestone Member, Lecompton
Limestone, Osage Co., dorsal view (KUMIP
500,028).
4. ..e0S17_1"..,er ..ttn.h gibbosus (DUNBAR & CONDRA ),N if 
Plattsmouth Limestone Member, Oread Limestone,
Douglas Co., 4a-d, dorsal, ventral, side, and anterior
views (KUMIP 500,027); 4e-f, Frisbie Limestone
Member, Wyandotte Limestone, Wyandotte Co.,
dorsal and side views (KUMIP 500,026).
lb
Neospirifer texanus
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	P 	Neospirifer dunbari gibbosus
Fin. 13. Species and subspecies of Neospirifer (see facing page for explanation).
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Splitting of the ribs makes its first appearance in ccrtain
species of the S. striatus group early in the Lower Car-
boniferous, as in S. pikei, S. rotvleyi, S. grimesi, S. gregeri,
and others, but the gathering of the ribs into prominent,
elevated fascicles began with the Upper Carboniferous.
After the extinction of the simply ribbed Spirifer
in the early part of the Pennsylvanian Period,
those forms having bundled plications became
dominant, and continued into the Permian Period.
From this group, FREDRICKS chose Spinier
 fasciger
KEYSERLING as the type species of Neospirifer.
Studies of the internal structure of Spirifer
and Neospirifer lend some support to the notion
that the latter arose polyphyletically. Spirifer
opimus and all species of Neospirifer examined in
this study, except N. dunbari have certain charac-
teristics in common: 1) absence of dorsal median
septum; 2) presence of long, persistent dental
lamellae; and 3) cardinal process confined by
overhanging outer hinge plate.
The Spirit er occiduus-S. roc kymontanus stock
and Neospirifer dun ban,
 however, have similar
internal structures very different from the above:
1) dorsal median septum present; 2) fairly short
dental lamellae; 3) cardinal process little con-
fined by the outer hinge plate.
Type species.—Spirifer fasciger KEYSERLING.
NEOSPIRIFER DUNBAR' DUNBARI King
Figures 13,3; 14
Spirifer triplicata HALL, 1852, p. 410.—GIRTY, 1920, p.
645, pl. 54, fig. 22.
Spzrifer cam eratus auctores (partim).
Neospirifer triplicatus DUNBAR & CONDRA, 1932, p. 328,
pl. 39, fig. 5, pl. 41, fig. 1-6.
Neospirifer dunbari KING, 1933, p. 441.
Description.
—Shell medium to large, bicon-
vex, subtriangular in outline, greatest width at
hinge, which extends into acute to bluntly angu-
lar cardinal extremities. Width, length, and
thickness of an average specimen 4.3 cm., 2.8 cm.,
and 1.7 cm., respectively. In exceptionally large
shells, width, length, and thickness, 6 cm., 5 cm.,
and 3 cm., respectively.
Beak of brachial valve not prominent, scarce-
ly rising and incurving over low, linear interarea;
dorsal fold high, narrow, rounded, and steep
sided, beginning as simple plication, which divides
and redivides to give a total of 12 plications.
Pedicle valve slightly more convex, beak very
prominent, strongly arched, and incurved over
high, linear interarea, which has a height of
1/10 to 1/12 as great as length of hinge. Pedicle
opening has an apical angle of 60 ° to 75 0
 and
seems to be open or partly filled with internal
callus. Sulcus moderately low, steep sided, and
subangular, beginning as a simple furrow bounded
on each side by plications and containing a total
of 13 plications; margins subtend an angle of 20 °
to 24 ° .
Formula of plication generation of fold and
sulcus: F: 1/3/4/1/2/3. S: M/2/1/4/2/3/4/1.
Lateral slopes bear 19 to 25 subangular, un.
equal plications on each side of fold or sulcus, 1st
2 lateral bundles containing 3 plicae and 3rd con-
taining 2.
Surface sculpture of fine, closely spaced radial
lirae and concentric lines, 15 of which occupy
space of 1 mm. on average.
Pedicle valve interior (Fig. 14) with moderate-
ly strong hinge teeth supported by very abruptly
terminated dental lamellae persisting only slight-
ly beyond umbo, with shallow cavity bounded on
each side by short extensions of shell material in
place of median septum. Brachial valve with
cruralium supported by solid, abruptly terminated
dorsal median septum; cardinal process a small
comblike structure containing maximum of 18
teeth on inner hinge plate. Crural lamellae appear
as small flanges beneath palintrope. Primary la-
mellae of spiralia run forward nearly to anterior
end of shell before curving ventrally and pos-
teriorly, giving rise to simple spiral coils of 15
volutions.
Discussion.—Because of the subdued fascicu-
lation of Neospirifer dunbari in the Cherokee
Group, this species can be confused with N. cam-
eratus. The angularity of the fold and sulcus and
of the plications, and the pattern of branching
on the fold and sulcus are good external aids in
identification. Internally, the presence of a dorsal
median septum, the degree of development of
the articulating mechanism, and the number of
teeth on the cardinal process are diagnostic cri-
teria.
The name Spin fer
 triplicatus was given by
HALL, and the species came to be regarded as
identical with MORTON 'S poorly defined S. came-
ratus. SHUMARD (1855) called attention to the
fact that this name was preoccupied, for KUTORGA
(1842) had described a form that he called Spin-
fer triplicata.
7.810.1
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FIG. 14. Serial transverse sections of Neospirifer dunbari dunbari KING. The first section (upper left) is near the
beak of the pedicle valve and succeeding sections are progressively farther from the beak, the precise distance being
indicated in millimeters beneath each section; all illustrations are oriented with pedicle valve above and brachial
valve below; all are X1.5, except the last (lower right) which shows cardinal process, X8.
In 1920, GIRTY showed that HALL ' S species was
distinct and valid; hence, he took it out of synon-
omy with Spirifer cam eratus MORTON and reestab-
lished it under HALL ' S name.
DUNBAR & CONDRA (1932) placed HALL ' S
species in the genus Neospirifer of FREDRICKS but
did not suggest a new name. KING (1933) pro-
posed the name Neospirifer dun ban  for the species
originally named Spirifer triplicatus by HALL.
Occurrence.—This species is very common and wide-
spread and seems to be the most conservative and longest
ranging of all the Pennsylvanian species of Neospirifer.
Both DuNBAR & CONDRA and I have found it to range
throughout the entire Pennsylvanian System exposed in
Kansas and into the Permian.
Hypotypes.—KUMIP nos. 500,014, 500,020.
NEOSPIRIFER DUNBARI ALATUS
Dunbar & Condra
Figure 13, 2
Neospirifer triplicatus var. alums DUNBAR & CONDRA, 1932,
p. 332, pl. 38, fig. 1 l-12.
Description.—Shell biconvex, very transverse,
subtriangular in outline, greatest width at hinge
line, which extends into extremely acute cardinal
extremities; width, length, and thickness of an
average specimen 5.6 cm., 2.5 cm., and 2.0 cm.,
respectively; but, depending on shell maturity,
width may range between 4 and 9 cm. In other
respects, this subspecies agrees closely with N.
dunbari dunbari, except that on ears are 4 to 10
subangular plications that do not reach beak.
Discussion.—Neospirifer kansasensis, occur-
ring in the upper part of the Pennsylvanian Sys-
tem, has a similar alate form, but differs from
N. dunbari alatus in that it has less fasciculation
and finer, more numerous plications.
OCClirl*CnCe.—DUNBAR & CONDRA described a holotype
from the Plattsburg Limestone at Louisville, Nebraska,
and indicated that the subspecies ranges from the Dennis
Limestone of the Kansas City Group to the Deer Creek
Limestone of the Shawnee Group. Specimens were col-
lected by me from rocks occurring above and below these
units; hence, the range is here extended to include the
Critzer Limestone Member of the Hertha Limestone below
and the Aarde Shale Member of the Howard Limestone
above the range previously recognized.
Hypotypes.—KUMIP nos. 500,009, 500,022, 500,023,
500,024.
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Fin. 15. Decrease in size of Neospirifer dunbari gibbosus
associated with increasingly higher
 stratigraphie position,
using (A) length-width ratio per specimen, and (B)
width-thickness ratio per specimen.
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Fin. 16. Decrease in size of Neospirifer dunbari gibbosus
associated with increasingly higher stratigraphie position,
using (A) averaged length-width ratio of all specimens
per group and (B) averaged width-thickness ratio of all
specimens per group.
NEOSPIRIFER DUNBARI GIBBOSUS
Dunbar & Condra
Figure 13, 4
Neospiri
 fer
 triplUatus var. gibbosus DUNBAR & CONDRA,
1932, p. 333, pl. 38, fig. 14-15.
Description.—Shell strongly biconvex, short
hinged, subcircular in outline; width of shell only
slightly greater than length, so that cardinal ex-
tremities are bluntly angular; width, length, and
thickness of an average specimen 3.1 cm., 2.4 cm.,
and 2.0 cm., respectively. Ventral cardinal area
triangular rather than rectangular and may attain
a height of 8 mm.; pedicle-valve beak large and
strongly arched above the hinge line.
Discussion.—A similar form was briefly de-
scribed by SWALLOW as Spirit
 ci cameratus var.
percrassus. It was said to have a hinge line shorter
than the width of the shell and to differ from S.
cameratus in having a smaller cardinal area. Be-
cause SWALLOW ' S types were lost in a fire and be-
cause Neospirifer dunbari gibbosus has an excep-
tionally large rather than a small cardinal area,
it seems best to regard it as a distinct subspecies.
5.8
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FIG. 17. Serial transverse sections of Neospirifer camerattis MORTON. The first section (upper left) is near the beak of
the pedicle valve and succeeding sections are progressively farther from the beak, the precise distance being indicated
in millimeters beneath each section; all illustrations are oriented with pedicle valve above and brachial valve below;
all are XIS, except the last (lower right) which shows cardinal process, X8.
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An interesting feature is a trend toward de-
creasing size with time. The trend shows much
overlap when every specimen is plotted (Fig. 15),
hut when average valves are plotted for each
group, the trend becomes clear (Fig. 16).
occurrence.—DUNBAR & CONDRA assigned to this sub-
species a range from the latan Limestone to the Deer
Creek Limestone. Specimens collected by me from strata
above and below these units extend the range from the
Winterset Limestone Member of the Dennis Limestone to
the top of the Howard Limestone.
Hypotypes.—KUMIP nos. 500,026, 500,027.
NEOSPIRIFER CAMERATUS Morton
Figures 9,4; 17
Spin fer cameratus MORTON, 1836, p. 150, pl. 2, fig. 3.
	
Guery, 1920, p. 645; 1927, pl. 27, fig. 24-27.
Neospirifer cameratus DUNBAR & CONDRA, 1932, p. 334,
pl. 39, fig. 4, 6-9b.
Description.—Shell large, biconvex, sub-
rounded to subelliptical in outline, greatest width
at hinge, which extends into acute to bluntly
angular cardinal extremities; width, length, and
thickness of an average specimen 5.2 cm., 3.1 cm.,
and 1.5 cm., respectively.
Beak of brachial valve fairly prominent,
strongly arched and incurved over low, linear in-
terarea; dorsal fold low, rounded to slightly angu-
lar, beginning as a simple plication, which divides
and redivides to give total of 12 plications.
Beak of pedicle valve prominent, strongly
arched and incurved over high, linear interarea,
which has a height of 1/10 to 1/12 as great as
length of hinge line; sulcus low and rounded, be-
ginning as a simple furrow bounded on each side
by a plication and containing total of 11 plica-
tions; margins subtend an angle of about 24°.
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Formula of fold and sulcus plication genera-
tion: F: 1/2/1/3/2/3. S: M/2/1/4/2/3/4/1.
Lateral slopes have 25 to 30 low, broadly
rounded, equal plications on each side of fold or
sulcus, 1st 3 lateral bundles containing 3 plicae
each.
Surface sculpture consists of fine radial lirae
and concentric growth lines.
Pedicle valve interior (Fig. 17) with moderate-
ly strong hinge teeth supported by moderately
high, thick, abruptly terminated dental lamellae;
near umbonal region, small nublike median sep-
tum is present, giving way almost immediately to
cavity bounded on each side by small rounded ex-
tensions of shell material. Brachial valve with un-
supported cruralium; cardinal process a small
comblike structure containing maximum of 22
teeth on inner hinge plate. Crural lamellae hang
down as small flanges beneath palintrope. Pri-
mary lamellae of spiralia run forward nearly to
anterior end of shell before curving ventrally and
posteriorly, giving rise to spiral coils of 16 volu-
tions.
Discussion.—The internal skeletal structure
of Neospirifer cameratus is very similar to that of
N. kansasensis but differs from this species in that
the cardinal process of N. cam eratus is more com-
pact and is enclosed by the hinge plate; also the
teeth and sockets seem to be more convoluted,
thereby having more interlocking points of hinge-
ment than N. kansasensis.
Occurrence.—The type of this species is from the basal
part of the Alleghany Formation of Ohio. Specimens were
collected from various horizons in the Cabaniss Formation
of the Cherokee Group, and the top of this formation
seems to be the upper limit of the range.
Hypotypes.—KUMIP nos. 500,015, 500,025.
NEOSPIRIFER LATUS LATUS
Dunbar & Condra
Figures 18, 1 ; 19
Neospiriler lattis DUNBAR & CONDRA, 1932, p. 336, pl. 40,
fig. 1-5.
Description.—Shell very large, robust, bicon-
vex, semicircular in outline, greatest width at
hinge, which extends into acute, at early maturity,
to bluntly angular to rounded cardinal extremi-
ties; width, length, and thickness of an average
specimen 6.8 cm., 4.3 cm., and 2.3 cm., respec-
tively.
Beak of brachial valve fairly prominent, scarce-
ly rising, but strongly incurving, over very low,
linear interarea; dorsal fold broad and low, be-
ginning as simple plication, which divides and re-
divides to form total of 16 to 20 plications. Pedicle
valve slightly more convex, beak very prominent,
strongly arched and incurved over high, linear
interarea. Apical angle of pedicle opening 60 ° to
75°. Sulcus low and broad, beginning as simple
furrow bounded on each side by plications and
containing total of 15 to 19 plications; subtends
angle of 28 ° to 30 ° .
Formula of plication generation of fold and
sulcus: F: 1/4/3/2/3/1/3/1/3/4.
S: M/3/6/1/5/2/6/3/4/6/1.
Lateral slopes bear 28 to 37 subangular, un-
equal plications on each side of fold or sulcus, 1st
3 lateral bundles containing 4, 5, or 6 ribs each.
Pedicle valve interior (Fig. 19) has strong
hinge teeth supported by thick, relatively per-
sistent, high, abruptly terminating dental lamel-
lae, and has small, bluntly pointed median septum
giving way to shallow cavity bounded on each
side by small protrusions of shell material. Brach-
ial valve with small, massive, unsupported cru-
ralium; cardinal process a small comblike struc-
ture containing maximum of 32 teeth on inner
hinge plate. Crural lamellae occur as small
flanges beneath palintrope. Primary lamellae of
spiralia run forward nearly to anterior end of
shell before curving ventrally and posteriorly, giv-
ing rise to simple spiral coils of 22 volutions.
Discussion.—The large size, robust form,
coarse bundling of ribs, pattern of branching on
fold and sulcus, and internal structure are dis-
tinctive features of this species.
Occurrence.—DuNBAR & CONDRA (1932, p. 337) indi-
cated that Neospirifer lams is confined to the Kansas City
and Lansing Groups, but I have collected specimens from
strata ranging up into the Brownville Limestone Member
Explanation of Figure 18 (all X1).
	1. Neospriler lams lattis (DuNBAR & CONDRA), la-b, Win-	 stone, Coffey Co., ventral view of immature form
	terset Limestone Member, Dennis Limestone, Linn	 (KUMIP 500,008); ld-g, Critzer Limestone Mem-
	Co., ventral and dorsal views (KUMIP 500,006); 	 ber, Hertha Limestone, Bourbon Co., dorsal, ventral,
	/c, Spring Hill Limestone Member, Plattsburg Lime-	 side, and anterior views (KUMIP 500,016).
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FIG. 18. Neosp:rifer lams lattis from Kansas (see facing page for explanation).
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of the Wood Siding Formation, which defines the upper
limit of the range as presently known.
Hypotypes.—KUMIP nos. 500,005, 500,008, 500,016.
NEOSPIRIFER LATUS LATERALIS Spencer,
new subspecies
Figure 7,4
Description.—Shell large, robust, biconvex,
very transverse, subtriangular in outline, greatest
width at hinge, which extends into extremely
acute cardinal extremities; width, length, and
thickness of an average specimen 8.1 cm., 4.1 cm.,
and 2.1 cm., respectively. Plications subangular
except in sinus, where they seem to be flatter. In
all other respects, this subspecies is similar to
Neospirifer latus latus.
Discussion.—The characteristics that distin-
guish this alate form from similar forms of Neo-
spirifer kansasensis and N. dun ban  alatus are the
pattern of branching on the fold and sulcus, the
very high interarea, the angle that the sinus sub-
tends, the number of plications on the lateral
slopes, the extreme transverse and robust form.
Occurrence.—The holotype was found near the base
of the Plattsburg Limestone in the Ross Quarry, one mile
southeast of Ottawa, Kansas. Other specimens were col-
lected from the top of the Stanton Limestone at an aban-
doned quarry northeast of Middleton, Kansas, and from
the top of the Wyandotte Limestone south of DeSoto,
Kansas. No specimens were observed above or below this
sequence; the known range extends from the Farley Lime-
stone Member of the Wyandotte Limestone to the South
Bend Limestone Member of the Stanton Limestone.
Holotype.—KUMIP nos. 500,004, 500,028.
NEOSPIRIFER KANSASENSIS Swallow
Figures 7,3; 20
Spirifer camerata var. kansasensis SWALLOW, 1876, p. 409.
Neospirifer kansasens:s DUNBAR & CONDRA, 1932, p. 335,
pl. 40, fig. 6-8.
Description.—Shell medium to large, bicon-
vex, subtriangular in outline, greatest width at
hinge, which extends into acute to bluntly angular
cardinal extremities. Width, length, and thick-
ness of average specimen 5.5 cm., 3.2 cm., and 2.0
cm., respectively.
Beak of brachial valve not prominent, scarce-
ly rising, and incurving over low linear interarea;
dorsal fold high, narrow, subangular to rounded,
and steep-sided, beginning as simple plication,
which divides and redivides to form total of 20 to
22 plications on fold.
Beak of pedicle valve very prominent, strong-
ly arched and incurved over high, linear interarea.
Apical angle of pedicle opening 65 ° to 70'; open-
ing seems to be clear or partly filled with internal
callus. Sulcus low, rounded to subangular; slopes
moderately inclined, beginning as simple furrow
bounded on each side by plications and contain-
ing total of 19 to 21 plications; margins subtend
angle of 28 ° to 30°.
Formulas of plication generation of fold and
sulcus. F: 1/4/3/5/2/5/3/4/5/6/7.
S: M/7/5/3/5/1/5/2 /6/4/5/1.
Lateral slopes bear 40 to 45 fine, angular,
strongly fasciculated plications on each side of
fold or sulcus, 1st 2 or 3 lateral bundles contain-
ing 3, 4, or 5 plications each.
Pedicle valve interior (Fig. 20) has very short,
bluntly pointed median septum and strong hinge
teeth supported by moderately high, strong, per-
sistent, but abruptly terminating dental lamellae.
Brachial valve with unsupported cruralium; cardi-
nal process a small comblike structure containing
maximum of 22 teeth on inner hinge plate; crural
lamellae hang down as flanges beneath palintrope.
Primary lamellae of spiralia run forward nearly
to anterior end of shell before curving ventrally
and posteriorly, giving rise to simple spiral coils
of 12 volutions.
Discussion.—Neospirifer kansasensis has the
general form of N. dunbari but differs from that
species in that the division occurs repeatedly dur-
ing growth, causing plications to be finer and
more numerous. Also the fold and sulcus tend to
be more sharply angular, the shells are shorter
and more transverse, and the pattern of branching
on the fold and sulcus is different than in N. dun-
boni.
 Internally, the arrangement of the articu-
lating mechanism and the number of teeth on the
cardinal process aid in differentiation of these two
species. The internal structure of N. kansasensis
is very similar to that of N. cameratus, but the
species is distinguished from the latter on the
FIG. 19. Serial transverse sections of Neospirifer lattis DUNBAR & CONDRA. The first section (upper left) is near the
beak of the pedicle valve and succeeding sections are progressively farther from the beak, the precise distance being in-
dicated in millimeters beneath each section; all illustrations are oriented with pediele valve above and brachial valve
below; all are X1.5, except the last (lower left) which shows cardinal process, X8.
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Fin. 19. Explanation on facing page.
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FIG. 20. Serial transverse sections of Neospirifer kansasensis SWALLOW. The first section (upper left) is near the beak of
the pedicle valve and succeeding sections are progressively farther from the beak, the precise distance being indicated
in millimeters beneath each section; all illustrations are oriented with pedicle valve above and brachial valve below;
all are X1.5, except the last (lower right) which shows cardinal process, X15.
basis of the number of plications on the lateral
slopes and the pattern of branching on the fold
and sulcus.
Occurrence.—This species first appears in the Auburn
Shale of the Wabaunsee Group and continues into the
lower part of the Permian System. According to DUNBAR
& CONDRA (1932, p. 338), this species dies out in the
Wreford Limestone of the Permian System in Nebraska.
Hypotypes.—KUMIP nos. 500,007, 500,017.
NEOSPIRIFER TEXANUS Meek
Figures 13,1; 21
Sprifer (Trzgonotreta) texanus MEEK, 1871, p. 179.
Neosprifer texantes DUNBAR & CONDRA, 1932, p. 341, pl.
38, fig. 6-10.
Description.—Shell medium sized, extremely
biconvex, subquadrate to subovate in outline,
greatest width anterior to mid-length; length
greater than width. Hinge line short, and extend-
ing into obtusely angular cardinal extremities,
which do not project beyond lateral slopes in more
gibbous specimens. Width, length, and thickness
2.5 cm., 3.0 cm., and 2.2 cm., respectively.
Beak of dorsal valve not prominent, scarcely
rising but strongly incurving over low linear in-
terarea; umbonal region elevated above cardinal
extremities. Dorsal fold moderately high, angular
to slightly subangular, widening rapidly, and be-
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Fin. 21. Serial transverse sections of Neospiriler texanns MEEK. The first section (upper left) is near the beak of the
pedicle valve and succeeding sections arc progressively farther from the beak, the precise distance being indicated in
millimeters beneath each section; all illustrations are oriented with pedicle valve above and brachial valve below; all are
X 1.5, except the last (lower left) which shows cardinal process, X 15.
ginning as simple plication, which divides to give
total of 16 to 18 plications on fold.
Pedicle valve more convex, beak very promi-
nent, strongly arched and incurved over moderate-
ly arched interarea extending to cardinal extremi-
ties. Pedicle opening having apical opening of
60 0 , and distinct marginal furrows. Sinus small
and angular at beak, hut widening rapidly and
deepening very rapidly toward anterior commis-
ure where it makes strongly curved, triangular
projection that fits into fold. Sulcus subtending
angle of 35°, beginning as simple furrow bounded
on each side by plications and containing total of
17 to 19 plications.
Formulas of plication generation of fold and
sulcus: F: 1/6/4/2/6/3/7/6/5.
S: M/6/4/2/7/5/3/4/6/5/1.
Lateral slopes short, bearing 9 to 11 broad,
low, rounded plications on each side of fold or
sulcus. Fasciculation not prominent, being con-
fined to area closest to umbo.
Minute surface markings consist of fine undu-
lating growth lines, which become more pro-
nounced and lamellose toward anterior margin,
and fine radiating striae; regularly spaced gran-
ules, which may be bases of small spines, also
present.
Pedicle valve interior (Fig. 21) with strong
hinge teeth supported by very abruptly terminat-
ing dental lamellae persisting only slightly beyond
umbo, and very persistant, short, knobbed median
septum. Brachial valve with unsupported cru-
ralium; cardinal process a fine comblike structure
containing 15 to 18 teeth on inner hinge plate;
crural lamellae appear as small flanges only after
tooth and socket dentition well developed. Pri-
mary lamellae of spiralia run forward to anterior
end of shell before curving ventrally and posterior-
ly, giving rise to simple spiral coils of 14 volu-
tions, which for 1st few turns extend laterally,
then curve ventrally following outline of shell.
Discussion.—Because the beak and umbo are
so strongly incurved, the earlier-formed parts of
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FIG. 22. Serial transverse sections of Neospirifer goreii MATHER. The first section (upper left) is near the beak of the
pedicle valve and succeeding sections are progressively farther from the beak, the precise distance being indicated in
millimeters beneath each section; all illustrations are oriented with pedicle valve above and brachial below; all arc
X1.5, except the last (lower right) which shows cardinal process, X15.
the shell were also observed in the first few
serial sections.
Occurrence.—MEEK described this species from the low-
er part of the Cisco Series in Young County, Texas.
PLUMMER & MOORE (1921) reported its occurrence in the
Graford Group of the Canyon Series and in the Graham
Group in the Cisco Series. It was not reported north of
Texas until DUNBAR & CONDRA found that it was common
in the Lenapah Limestone on the west edge of Nowata,
Oklahoma, but none was found farther north, in Kansas
and Nebraska. However, I have found a very good speci-
men in the Norflect Limestone just northeast of Union-
town, Kansas.
Hypotype.—KUMIP no. 500,018.
NEOSPIRIFER GORET! Mather
Figures 7,2; 22
Spirifer goreii MATHER, 1915, p. 186, pl. 12, fig. 10-11a.
Neospirifer goreii DUNBAR & CONDRA, 1932, p. 341, pl. 39,
fig. 1-3.
Description.—Shell medium to large, moder-
ately to strongly biconvex, subtriangular in out-
line, greatest width at hinge, which extends into
subrounded to bluntly angular cardinal extremi-
ties. Width, length, and thickness of an average
specimen 5.4 cm., 3.4 cm., and 2.1 cm., respec-
tively.
Beak of brachial valve inconspicuous, scarcely
rising, but strongly incurving over very low,
linear interarea; umbonal region strongly elevated
above cardinal extremities; dorsal fold moderately
high, not well defined, subangular, and steep-
sided, beginning as simple plication, which divides
and redivides to give total of 17 plications. Pedi-
de valve moderately convex, beak strongly ele-
vated and incurved over a moderately high inter-
area, which has height about 0.1 as great as
length of hinge line. Cardinal area gently concave
and transversly striated, containing large isosceles
triangular delthyrium. Sulcus moderately low,
beginning as simple furrow bounded on each side
by plications, and contains a total of 15 plica-
tions; margins subtend an angle of 23 ° to 25 ° .
Formulas of plication generation of fold and
sulcus: F: 1/2/1/3/2/4/3/4.
S: M/2/1/4/2/5/3/4/1.
Lateral slopes bear 20 to 29 rounded, rarely
bifurcating plications on each side of fold or sul-
cus, which grow fainter toward cardinal extremi-
ties, where they may be obsolete.
Minute surface sculpture consists of fine radial
lirae and wavy, concentric growth lines.
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Pedicle valve interior (Fig. 22) has moderate-
ly strong hinge teeth supported by very abruptly
terminating dental lamellae, persisting only slight-
ly beyond umbo; no observable median septum.
Brachial valve has unsupported cruralium; cardi-
nal process a small comblike structure containing
18 to 20 teeth on inner hinge plate. Crural lamel-
lae hang down as small flanges beneath palin-
trope. Primary lamellae of spiralia run forward
nearly to anterior end of shell before curving
ventrally and posteriorly, giving rise to simple
spiral coils of 13 volutions.
Discussion.—Similarities between this species
and Neospirifer carneratus exist, but N. goreii can
be externally differentiated from N. cam eratus on
the basis of number of plications per cm. At a
distance of 2 cm. from the beak, N. goreii has
about 12 plicae per cm. on the inner part of the
lateral slopes, whereas N. cameratus bears 7 or 8.
The two species also have different patterns of
branching of plicae in the fold and sulcus. In-
ternally, the differences between these species are
not distinct enough to warrant differentiation on
this basis.
occurrence.—MATHER identified this species from the
Hale and Kessler Members of Morrowan age in Arkansas
and Oklahoma. Specimens were collected by me from the
Krebs and Cabaniss Formations of the Cherokee Group.
A specimen of doubtful identification was found in the
Norfieet Limestone Member of the Lenapah Limestone,
hence the upper limit of the range of this species is tenta-
tively placed at the top of the Cherokee Group.
Hypotype.—KUM1P no. 500,019.
CONCLUSIONS
Punctospirifer kentuckyensis, Spirifer rocky-
montanus, S. opimus, S. occiduus, Neospirifer
dunbari dun ban, N. dunbari alatus, N. dun ban
gibbosus, N. cameratus, N. latus latus, N. latus
lateralis, N. kansasensis, N. texanus, and N. goreii
are spiriferoid brachiopods found in the Penn-
sylvanian System of Kansas, P. kentuckyensis
ranging throughout the Pennsylvanian System,
and S. rockymontanus, S. opimus, and S. occiduus
are confined to the lower and middle Desmoine-
sian (Table 1).
The ranges of all Pennsylvanian species of
Neospirifer described in this study have been ex-
tended. N. dun ban dun ban  ranges from upper
Desmoinesian to middle Wolfcampian, and N.
dun ban  alatus, N. dunbari gibbosus, and N. latus
latus occur between lower Missourian and upper
Virgilian. N. latus lateral's is confined to middle
TABLE 1. Stratigraphic occurrence of the Spin.-
feracea and Spiriferinacea species in the Penn-
sylvanian System of Kansas.
a	 bcdef ghijk	 lm
Wood Siding Ens.	 x	 - - x - x
Root Sh.
Stotler U.
Pillsbury Sis.
Zeandale Ls.
Willard Sb.
Emporia Ls.
Auburn Sb.	 x
• -
	
- ------
Bern Ls.
Scranton Sh.
Howard Ls.	 a	 x x
Severy Sh.
Topeka Ls.	 a	 x
Calhoun Sh.
•	
- x
Deer Creek Ls.	 o	 x
Tecumseh Sir. 	 -	 x
Lecompton Ls.	 o	 x
Kanwaka Sb. 	x	 x
Oread Ls.	 x	 x
Lawrence Sh.
Stranger Fm
latan Ls.
Weston SI,.
Stanton Ls.	 a
•	
-
Vi las Sb.
Plattsburg Ls.	 x
	
-	 -	 -	 x	 x x	 - x	 x -	 —
Bonner Springs Sh. 	
Wyandotte Ls.	 -
Lane Sh.
Iola Ls.	 a	 x	 + x 	
Chanute Sh.
Drum U.	 x
 
Cherryvale Sh.	 x	 -
Dennis Ls.	 x	 -
Galesburg Sh.
Swope Ls.	 x - - - x 	
Ladore Sb.
Hertha U.	 x• - - - x -
U. Pleasanton Sb.
Checkerboard Ls.
Hepler Ss.
Holdenville Sh.
Lenapah Ls.
Nowata Sb.
Altamont Ls.
Bandera
Pawnee SI,.	 x -	 - x 	
Labette Sb.
Fort Scott Ls.	 x	 -	 -	 + x 	
Cabaniss Fm.	 xx xx x --
Krebs Fm.	 x x x x - - -
a: Punctospirifer kentuckyensis
b: Spirifer rockymontanus
c: Spirifer opimus
d: Spirifer occiduus
e: Neospirifer dunbari dunbari
f: Neospirifer dunbari obtus
g: Neospirifer dunbari gibbosus
Neospirifer cameratus
Neospirifer lotus lotus
k: Neospirifer kansasensis
Neospirifer texanus
m: Neospirifer goreii
x: Observed by author
+: Observed by Dunbar & Condra (1932)
X X	 X
X X — X
X X 	
X X X
X X 	
X X X — X
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upper Missourian. N. cameratus is tentatively
placed in the lower and middle Missourian, and
N. goreii has been found from Morrowan to mid-
dle Missourian. N. texanus is apparently re-
stricted to the Lenapah Limestone in Kansas, al-
though it persisted much longer in Texas.
During the course of this study, the internal
structure of all species heretofore mentioned have
been examined in serial section. It has been noted
that:
1) The number of teeth forming the comblike
cardinal process of the genus Spinier is a
characteristic of specific importance.
2) The internal structure of S. opimus is different
from those of the related forms S. rocky-
montanus and S. occiduus.
3) Punctospirifer kentuckyensis possesses a hollow
dorsal median septum, and a comblike card-
inal process rising off a low, rounded nub.
4) In none of the spiriferoid brachiopods exam-
ined has a jugum been observed.
5) Except for Neospirifer dunbari and N. tex-
anus, the internal structures of the Neo-
spirifers examined in this study are very
similar, only minor variations in the articu-
lating mechanism, cardinal process, and
dental lamellae being apparent.
A special study of the plication patterns in
Neospirifer has shown that they are reliable for
species identification. Because a word descrip-
tion of the patterns is lengthy, a shorthand system
was developed for describing them.
The close similarities of internal structures be-
tween Spirif en occiduus, S. rockymontanus, and
Neospirifer dunbari, and between S. opimus and
the other Neospirifers described in this study has
led the author to suspect a polyphyletic origin of
the genus Neospirifer.
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